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Scenic Corridor Evaluation 
The Scenic Corridor Overlay in Teton County, Idaho, includes all lands lying within 330-ft of the right-of-
way for Idaho State Highways 33, 21, 32 and Ski Hill Road. The purpose of the overlay is to provide a 
design review procedure to sufficiently protect key roads in Teton County from unsightly and 
incompatible land uses. The design review is to ensure that the location, scale, and appearance of 
buildings, structures, and development of land preserves the rural character of the area and to prevent 
construction of buildings the project upward beyond the ridgeline of any hill located within 1 mile of 
major roads when viewed from those roads. 

The proposed Under Canvas Grand Teton camp has approximately 9.5-acres of land that is located 
within 330-ft of the right-of-way of Hwy 33, the designated scenic corridor. This predominately includes 
the area around Trail Creek and approximately 170-ft of the western border adjacent to Old Jackson 
Highway. Although none of this land is proposed for physical improvements, we realize that more of the 
site is visible from the highway and will impact the initial views that residents and visitors experience 
upon entering Teton Valley from the south after descending off of Teton Pass. Thus, this Scenic Corridor 
Evaluation presents how the proposed Under Canvas site meets the intent of preserving the rural 
character of the area. 

There is dense vegetation and residential homes adjacent to Hwy 33 that partially blocks views of the 
site. To determine how much and what portion of the site is visible from the highway, a viewshed 
analysis was conducted using GIS tools and LiDAR data collected for the property. A digital surface 
model was created using all LiDAR sounding returns so that the tops of the trees and buildings were 
reflected in the surface. The area of the site that is visible from the highway is shown in green in Figure 
1. Note that all of the area defined as Scenic Corridor is not visible from the highway. Also, the portion 
of the site that is visible from the highway is visible for a short distance in the vicinity of the intersection 
with Old Jackson Highway.  
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Figure 1. Viewshed results from Hwy 33 and rendering reference points 

Much of the proposed development is placed within the areas that are not visible from the highway and 
located on the eastern portion of the site on the hillside surrounded by mature vegetation. The area 
that is visible from the highway will include the lobby tent, yoga deck, safari tents, some deluxe tents, 
BBQ tents, bathhouses, the access road, and parking areas. Many of these area will be screened with 
proposed landscaping that will include aspens and low growing shrubs that match the native vegetation 
on site.  The tent materials have low reflectivity with a light reflectance value (LRV) ranging from 39 to 
69. For reference, a LRV of 0 would represent reflecting no visibly light and a LRV of 100 reflects all light. 
The darkest black paints have a LRV of 5 and the whitest white paints have an average LRV of 85. Photos 
of the proposed tent materials are included as an attachment.  

Four renderings of the proposed site were developed for the locations shown in Figure 1. These show 
how the proposed development does not skyline the hillside but blends into the topography with the 
development in the visible areas at the edges of the meadow and screened with proposed landscaping. 
As shown in the following figures, the proposed development will preserve the rural character and view 
of the landscape.  
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Figure 2. View of proposed development from the corner of Old Jackson Highway and Moose Creek Road 
(location 1) 

 

 

Figure 3. View of proposed development from Old Jackson Highway looking east (location 2) 
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Figure 4. View of proposed development from residential homes to the west (location 3) 

 

 

Figure 5. View of proposed development from Highway 33 (location 4) 
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Figure 6. Tent material samples and associated LRV values 
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 Figure 7. Tent materials  

 




